
 

Circuit Analysis without KVL/KCL 
 

Brief description  

 

Circuit analysis is performed by solving systems of equations that are obtained from Kirchhoff’s Voltage 

and Current Laws (KVL and KCL). As the number of nodes in a circuit increases, applying KVL and/or 

KCL manually becomes tedious. A new manual symbolic circuit analysis is presented in this tutorial. 

This new method does not depend on KVL and/or KCL nor any signal flow graph and does not generate 

a system of equations to solve a circuit.  

All transfer functions at any circuit node are obtained when two fundamental voltage gain and admittance 

transfer functions at that node are known. Denominators of these two transfer functions are obtained by 

suspendance analysis when external sources are discarded from the circuit. When the node of interest is 

shorted to the ground reference point in the circuit, the nominator of the admittance transfer function is 

also obtained by suspendance analysis. The nominator of the voltage gain transfer function is obtained 

by trajectance analysis.  

Suspendance of a circuit is obtained by shorting each of its admittances one by one and multiplying them 

by the remaining circuit suspendance. Any admittance that was shorted earlier will be replaced by zero 

in subsequent calculations. All resulting suspendance terms will be added to obtain the overall 

suspendance. Trajectance of a circuit consists of signal paths from input node to output node. When a 

trajectance is set to zero, it disconnects input from output and creates a zero in voltage gain transfer 

function. Trajectance is also expressed in terms of admittances.  

Suspendance and Trajectance analyses can be applied to any circuit for obtaining all possible transfer 

functions. A single-stage amplifier, a cascode amplifier, a closed-loop opamp, a two-stage BJT amplifier 

with two feedbacks and a four-node active CMOS inductor will be analyzed using new Suspendance and 

Trajectance analyses during this tutorial for introducing this wonderful manual symbolic circuit analysis 

technique.  

 


